Siemplify SOAR
Taking Response to the Next Level

Siemplify’s cloud-native security, orchestration,
automation and response (SOAR) solution
empowers security teams to respond to cyber
threats in minutes - not hours or days. Siemplify
fuses a unique threat-centric approach, powerful
yet simple playbook automation, and context-rich
investigation to free up valuable time and ensure
every security team member is informed,
productive and effective.

Benefits
●

Automate up to 98% of Tier 1 tasks to
free up time for strategic initiatives

●

Reduce analyst caseload by up to 80%

●

Speed response 10x

Why Siemplify?
Siemplify SOAR enables modern, fast and effective response to cyberthreats by combining
playbook automation, case management and integrated threat intelligence in one cloud-native,
intuitive experience.

Interpret and resolve threat faster
Shift the paradigm by uniting context with a threat-centric approach, empowering
analysts to quickly focus on what’s truly important instead of drowning in analysis and
data.

Deploy, maintain and scale with ease
Siemplify is designed for fast initial time-to-value and ease of scaling as you grow.
Pre-packaged use cases, an intuitive playbook builder, and powerful playbook lifecycle
management enable teams to hit the ground running and ensure that over time SOAR
increases in value, not complexity.

Capture security operations insights consistently
Empower security teams to consolidate and easily see the scope of activities, generate
insights that drive improvement, and measure progress over time - enabling you to be
agile, efficient and anticipate future threats.

What you get
Siemplify delivers well beyond customary SOAR offerings to help your security team move
beyond the daily cyber grind and concentrate on what matters most: building resiliency and
investigating and remediating real threats, fast.
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Siemplify has been a game-changer for our
SOC! Siemplify has improved our tool
integrations and capabilities during a period
of significant growth in our SOC.
SOC Director, IT Services Industry

Packaged use cases to quickly
address common secops
scenarios

Get started with our free Community Edition. Experience Siemplify
with our free Community Edition that comes complete with
ready-to-deploy use cases. Visit us at Siemplify.co for more
information.

Vibrant community with
thousands of secops pros sharing
Siemplify content and best
practices

Check out the
SIemplify SOAR
product tour

